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1. INTRODUCTION

Carbon steel atmospheric cylindrical tanks contain liquid and spherical tanks consist 
of liquid or gas to be used on the production process at petrochemical, refineries, 
power plant or other industries. 
Spherical tanks consist of bigger internal pressure and may have some hazardous 
liquids same as atmospheric tanks or dangerous gasses, so special attention should be 
given to safety and security concern. 
While in-service, the major problem comes from inside wall defect due to corrosion. 
Corrosion is a natural process and chemical reaction, we can not eliminate but we can 
only  indolent it. Corrosion decrease the wall shell thickness and affect to local 
material strength and seriously will lead to leakage, impairing the equipment 
component, which is dangerous not only for economic loss, also environmental 
pollution and personnel accidents. 

a. Spherical Tank b. Above ground cylindrical storage tank



c. Spherical tank damage d. Cylindrical tank damage



e. Spherical tank repair
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2. NDT APPLICATION

Scanning and wall thickness measurement are necessary factor to grasp the 
performance of the tank.
All the above tanks are examined in accordance with a prescribed program of tests 
and applicable standards and federal or national regulations such as API 653 (Above 
ground storage tank inspection), API 510 (Pressure vessel inspection), etc. Tests are 
performed with non-destructive methods according to instructions and regulations 
for periodic inspection.
The common and cheap non-destructive testing (NDT) methods and quantitatively 
used for corrosion detection and remaining wall thickness measurement is 
ultrasonic testing thickness gauging (UTG).

A. SINCE LONG TIME AGO  (UTG)
LIMITATION :
I. Obtain spot wall thickness measurement only, can not be representative of shell 
corrosion wholly
II. Need a scaffolding for unreachable location or height level
III. Need more time to take some points of wall thickness measurement
IV. Dangerous for technician on high height level measurement





B. SINCE SOME YEARS AGO (UTG + ROPE 
ACCESS TECHNICIAN/RAT)

LIMITATION :
I. Obtain spot wall thickness measurement only, can not be representative of shell 
corrosion wholly
II. Need more time to take some points of wall thickness measurement
III. Dangerous for Rope access technician on high height level measurement



C. SINCE A FEW YEARS AGO TILL PRESENT (UTG 
CRAWLER)

LIMITATION :
I. Obtain more coverage of wall thickness measurement only, but impossible to scan 
full shell wall thickness coverage
II. Need more time to take some additional quadrant thickness area, such as 12, 3, 6, 
9 O’ Clock



D. NEW INVENTION (PAUT CRAWLER)

ADVANTAGES :
I. Full scan scanning coverage can be obtained to locate a remaining wall thickness
II. Reduce much time to complete a full scanning, but upon the tank diameter 





Question and Answer ?
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Thank You for your attention


